
  Kristin Keith:We will begin at 7 pm 

  Paula Matin:That is 7 pm Eastern and 6 pm Central. 

  Kristin Keith 2:Correct, 7 pm ET 

  Vicki Pritko:This is Vicki from Pittsburgh. 

  Kristin Keith 2:Where is everyone from? 

  Stacie Kyhn:Arizona! 

  Decio Matos:Fall River, MA 

  Christina  Rubalcava :California 

  Kelly Theisen 2:Hi! This is Kelly from Brighton, Michigan. 

  April BAIN:Indiana  

  Julia Laferrera:Sudbury MA 

  Dawn Fields :West Texas 

  Angela Malone: Athens, Ohio 

  Anne Marie Nicoll-Turner:Happy sunny night from Brighton, MI (small world) 

  Deanna Claus:Southeast Alaska 

  Jason Slowbe:Hi everyone - San Diego 

  Arrianna Theriot:Louisiana 

  Laurie Eyre:Laurie Eyre, Fairfield, Iowa 

  Paula Torres:Southern California-Hello all! 

  Joshua Moore:Hi everyone from Tasmania, Australia 

  Karen Swing:Riverside, CA 

  Jessica Wood:Block Island, Rhode Island 

  Kathy Fifield:Wantage, NJ 

  Megin Sechen:Old Saybrook CT 



  Catherine Schulte:Catherine Schulte: Cincinnati, Ohio 

  Nina Sudnick:Nina Sudnick, Athens, Ohio 

  Brandolyn Patterson:Greensville, Ontario, CA 

  Don Davis:Don Davis: Waterford, California 

  Beth Anthony:Beth Anthony: Fort Myers, FL 

  Stephanie Hansen 2:Mountain Home, ID 

  Kerry Morton:Kerry Morton: Bend, OR 

  Lynda Ginsburg:Lynda Ginsburg: Yardley, PA 

  Paula Matin:Auburn, Alabama 

  Tom Thompson:Tom Thompson, Salem, OR 

  Rhonda Hewer:Wellesley, ON, CA 

  Johnetta Vaughan:Hi Everyone!  Suffolk, VA 

  Jennifer Nao:New York, NY 

  Enedina Maya:Yonkers, NY 

  Pradeep  Gowthaman :Hi everyone I am pradeep from Jakarta,Inonesia 

  Denise Green:Monterey County, CA! 

  Tina Mazzacane:Tina Mazzacane - Virginia Dept. of Education 

  Cheri Sarmiento:Nashua, New Hampshire 

  Luis Lima:Luis Lima - UnboundEd, NY 

  Dave Chamberlain:Dave Chamberlain, Capistrano USD, San Juan Capistrano, CA 

  Linda Smith:Hello all.  Atlanta, GA here 

  Robin Schwartz:NYC 

  Ian Donnelly:Winnipeg, Canada - Go Jets Go 

  Jason Blount:Onoway, Alberta 



  Dan Pochinski:Hi Everyone... Waukesha, WI 

  Jeff Crawford:Spokane, WA 

  Francine Johnson:hello all! Wisconsin here 

  Zac Martin:Zac from Augusta, GA 

  REGINA FERNANDEZ-SIEJACK:Scotch Plains, NJ here 

  Linda Adams:From Bend Oregon 

  Maria David:Hello from Surrey, BC, CA 

  Megan  Staples:Manchester, CT 

  Kari Bejar:The music went away, and now I do not hear anything. Any suggestions?  

  Denise Smith:Roblin, Manitoba, Canada 

  Radhika Issac:Clarkston, MI 

  Jennifer Curtis:Hello from Duham, NC 

  Nicole Rigelman:Hello from Portland, Oregon 

  Brooke Taylor:Billings, MT 

  David Barnes:Hi from Leesburg, VA 

  Kari Bejar:Exeter, CA 

  Tasha Parnell:Hello from North Carolina! 

  aurora gonzales:Au Gonzales: Hi! from Philippines 

  Daniela Volpe:Hello from New York 

  Latoya Watt:Englewood, NJ 

  Kristin Keith 2:Kari, run the audio set up wizard under meeting in upper left corner 

  Rosana Villalobos:Rosana Villalobos from El Paso, Tx. 

  Vicki Sime:Vicki Sime:  Redmond, OR 

  Wendy Clark:Hello from Ontario Oregon. 



  Veronica Ernandes:Los Angeles, CA 

  Aaron Rumack:Seattle, WA 

  Robin Schwartz:and parents  

  Robin Schwartz:we need these ideas in NY  

  Jeff Crawford:Hey Aaron! 

  Shannon Pasvogel:Hello Shannon Pasvogel, Iowa Educational Consultant, listening live from the 

ballpark. 

  Shannon Pasvogel:curious how this aligns with SAT, ACT, and other high stakes state/national tests 

parents and legislative members seem to value??? 

  Shannon Pasvogel:love that these resources are being developed to support the shifts in Mathematics  

  Robin Schwartz:do you have exit exams in Iowa? 

  Robin Schwartz:We have Regents in NY 

  Rhonda Hewer:With all of these great examples of the purpose of learning math, I am curious why the 

calculus continues to be the base of curriculum instead of statistics. At least in Ontario 

  Linda Smith:Very good question Rhonda.  

  Daniela Volpe:I think the calcus is essential to study statistics, with a deeper understanding of the topic 

and not just as an apllication of formulae 

  Paula Torres:I think it is still because people are still basing their thoughts about math pathways based 

on what THEIR experiences were. We have not sifted people's perceptions about what math is 

important to know. 

  Daniela Volpe:calculus* 

  Robin Schwartz:will there be specific tasks for the Essential Concepts? 

  Johnny Ashurst:The pleasure in mathematics learning is also empowering for the self-confidence - the 

pleasure and joy is often forgotten or overlooked - thanks 



  Vicki Pritko:both are offered at our rural nc high school 

  Pradeep  Gowthaman :To meet the necessary learning needed for engineering , calculus is a must 

  Robin Schwartz:thanks Johnny for the great descirption of Math :) 

  Linda Smith:Thanks Matt.  Pathways should be flexible to suit the career goals of the students. 

  Arrianna Theriot:coming from someone still earning their degree in secondary math ed, there has been 

almost no focus on statistics, and all focus has been on calculus and higher abstract maths. But when 

practicing in the classroom, this is what students complain about (they will never use calculus, they want 

to learn "real math") 

  Robin Schwartz:Arianna has there been a focus on the Math you will teach? 

  Leanna McDonald:Statistics is a must for engineering.   

  Johnny Ashurst:The calculus comments regarding the importance of this segment of mathemtics is 

valid, yet for the masses of students, statistics will impact their daily lives 

  Wendy Clark:yay!!! for no more tracking!!!!! 

  Arrianna Theriot:Robin, yes, I'm going for our Advanced Math program for our district's high school. 

But what I hear back from students is that they would like more of a focus on financial maths and things 

they will use in everyday lige 

  Arrianna Theriot:life** 

  Robin Schwartz:There's a great book called Financial Algebra by Gerver and Sgroi 

  Linda Smith:Look to https://visible-learning.org/hattie-ranking-influences-effect-sizes-learning-

achievement/ to see that tracking has a negative effect size. 

  Deborah Droke:Yes!!! Make mathematics accessible to all students but changing the communities 

expectations here in NJ is my challenge as a new administrator in a new district. 

  Robin Schwartz:best on your program Arrianna :)  and best toyour s's 
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  Vicki Pritko:Block schedule helped with the length of courses.  We taught a year-long Algebra 1 to catch 

students up.  Many progressed to honors Math 2. 

  Arrianna Theriot:I've been trying to focus my lessons around word problems that center around real-

life situations to make it more bearable to them, and it seems to help. 

  Linda Smith:One year of growth has about a .4 - .5 effect size.  Tracking has a .12 effect size. 

  Robin Schwartz:Vicki, great to hear -- block schedule every other day? 

  Robin Schwartz:do your districts do Algebra in 8th?  becoming commonin NY 

  Vicki Pritko:No, we have semesters. 

  Robin Schwartz:so how does that work Vicky?  where are uyou located? 

  Robin Schwartz:sry Vicki 

  Aaron Rumack:Thank you for clarifying that "it's acceleration along a common pathway." 

  Linda Smith:Thanks for making this critical point about acceleration and the recognition of extreme 

talent in math. 

  Vicki Pritko:NC.  Students have 4 classes in the fall and 4 classes in the spring.  Math 1 for struggling 

students is given as a class in the fall which continues into the spring.  Classes were 80-90 minutes long. 

  Charlene Mendoza:Algebra in 8th has been popular in Tucson, AZ, but, I've not been as impressed with 

the outcomes later in high school. 

  Robin Schwartz:thanks Charlene -- in NY s's who take Alg I in HS only need 2 more yrs of Math in HS to 

meet the req 

  Jennifer Curtis:Vicki, what district are you in? I am always curious about two semesters for NC Math 1.  

  Arrianna Theriot:I've been lucky enough to be placed into an Advanced Math classroom (11th and 12th 

grades) upon my entry into the school system. Our school districts have been working to fix the teacher 

tracking 



  Robin Schwartz:in small schools many t's only have 1 prep so 9th grade teacher is Algebra I, 10th Geo 

etc 

  Vicki Pritko:I was in Franklin County.  We had to call the first semester Foundations of Math 1 and then 

the second semester was Math 1. 

  Robin Schwartz:sry Vicki meant s's who take Alg I in 8th 

  Vicki Pritko:These classes did not mix students with semester long Math 1. 

  Robin Schwartz:Thank you for the focus on equity for all s's including sp ed who get the same material 

year after yr 

  Jennifer Curtis:@Vicki- yes, that foundations course is a great barrier. I wish we could have a math lab 

concurrently to provide equitable supports for students that run concurrent in the same semester. 

Slower and expanded is not effective. 

  Jennifer Curtis:For far too long, equity has been on the back burner in practice. Let's all take action 

tomorrow if only it is a conversation!!1 

  Robin Schwartz:how many s's take thefoundations course  

  Deborah Droke:My struggle is helping my new district and the community to realize that seventh grade 

is too soon for the majority of students to be placed into Algebra. There are key 7th grade standards 

that build the foundation for Algebra.  I'm hoping these points can help me convince my  district and 

surrounding communities. 

  Jennifer Curtis:@robin, @ vicki... far too many in NC.and across the country. You can look inside the 

foundations classrooms and the racial and gender make-up are distrubing. 

  Vicki Pritko:Ours was pretty successful because we really scaffolded topics and revisited topics over 

and over again until the students were competent. 

  Robin Schwartz:gald to hear that vicki 

  Vicki Pritko:Our foundations classes were well mixed. 



  Michelle DaSilva:my computer just froze...and no volume...any suggestions? 

  Jennifer Curtis:@vicki that is great, but unfortunately not the norm. Shout out to you and your district 

for the equitable scaffolding! 

  Vicki Pritko:I'm not even sure it was true in our district, vs. our high school. 

  Kristin Keith 2:Michelle, run audio setup wizard under meeting in upper left corner 

  Vicki Pritko:Our teachers were good advocates for the students. 

  Robin Schwartz:thanks Matt for addressing the task question 

  Jennifer Curtis:@ vicki- I was in Franklin a few months ago and impressed by the vision of your 

leadership 

  Vicki Pritko:And our administration listened. 

  Jennifer Curtis:@Deborah. Let me know how I can help you with this. 

  Michelle DaSilva 2:thank you Kristin...back in! 

  Vicki Pritko:What I was trying to say is that I can't speak for all of the schools in the county...  Not 

disparaging any other schools. 

  Kristin Keith 2:great!! 

  Jennifer Curtis:Thank you for addressing this important point Matt and NCTM!!! CTE and other courses 

are being used in many states without review for mathematics content ... to count as a graduation 

credit. 

  Linda Smith:Agree Jennifer! 

  Jennifer Curtis:@vicki understood and you have done well to make that point. This is a safe space for 

critical conversations!!!1 

  Robin Schwartz:thanks Jennifer for that info did not knwo that thanks 

  Jennifer Curtis:Teachers on here... this is something you may feel you don't have a voice in, but really 

YOU DO! Start the conversation in your school. Just ask questions professionally and politely! 



  Deborah Droke:@Jennifer Curtis. Any advice is appreciated.  Significant numbers of sophomores taking 

Calculus just does not seem right in my gut. But my data shows that these students are achieving high 

grades .  But I question their  conceptual understanding versus success in procedural knowledge,.  

  David Barnes:@Deborah – You might look at the number of students in 7th grade Algebra and then see 

how many are still taking mathematics their senior year.  Or are taking calculus or the top level class 

offered.  We know that stopping taking mathematics does limit your opportunities and facility with 

mathematics moving forward.  

  Jennifer Curtis:@ Deborah - email me at jencurtis14@gmail.com to continue conversation. Happy to 

help and so is NCTM! 

  Deborah Droke:@David Barnes.  They do take four years.  They take AP Calculus AB, BC and then Stats.  

All AP 

  Jennifer Curtis:Matt- what can teachers do tomorrow? 

  Jennifer Curtis:and next week, next year? 

  Polly Callahan:How can the high school librarian support the math teachers in his/her building? 

  Christina  Rubalcava :Do the essential concepts assume algebra in the 8th grade? One of the sessions at 

NCTM made this assertion. CA used to have an 8th grade algebra requirement that was unsuccessful. 

  Robin Schwartz:What can we do to have states recognize/require 4 years of Math?  In NY, 8th grade 

Algebra I counts as 1 year of HS MathS’s are not getting opportunity for 8th grade material also makes 

scores look better 

  Pradeep  Gowthaman :How make teaching colourful for the topics like functions, ... 

  Rachel Passmore:Thanks, great webinar. Listening from New Zealand. 

  Aaron Rumack:What would it look like to guide students into a mathematical modeling class, and 

where does it lead next? 
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  David Barnes:@Deborah - Do you lose a significant number of students from those that begin down 

this path? 

  Jennifer Curtis:@ deborah NCTM can help with this ...  

  Polly Callahan:How can other departmetns (sucha s social studies and business) collaborate with and 

support math instruction? 

  Jennifer Curtis:Go ahead call out NC Matt!! 

  Zac Martin:Where does the focus on “mathematically demanding” courses leave AP Computer Science 

Principles and AP Computer Science A? Should these classes be housed in math departments given the 

robust mathematical connections? 

  Christina  Rubalcava : Do the essential concepts assume algebra in the 8th grade? One of the sessions 

at NCTM made this assertion. CA used to have an 8th grade algebra requirement that was unsuccessful. 

  Pradeep  Gowthaman :if the school demands facts and theory to be learned not learned to apply by 

students , how i can change the system to focus more on way of teaching  

  Jennifer Curtis:Yes, agree Matt. Librarians can connect the joy, beauty, wonder of mathematics and 

connect to other areas of literature, science, history, data, art, etc... 

  Deborah Droke:@David Barnes. Unfortunately, placement in 7th grade math tracks students so that my 

poor ninth graders who take Algebra when they are supposed to get a watered down version of Algebra.  

This is really an example of tracking that I am trying to attack. 

  Robin Schwartz:Sorry to hear abt that trackig @deborah 

  Johnetta Vaughan:Thanks for asking that question. 

  Jennifer Curtis:@deborah... look at the accelerated students SAT, ACT historical scores. The "test 

takers" may do well, but overall they fall down in HS. There are nat'l studies underway in NC and 

Nebraska and other states on this topic. 



  Johnetta Vaughan:Yes.  We are planning to use this book for a book study for our high schools next 

year. 

  Pradeep  Gowthaman :thank you  

  David Barnes:@Deborah - Yes.  That is exactly the issues being raised.  We need a common shared path 

for ALL Ss with engaging and rigorous content for all students. 

  Jennifer Curtis:Great point Matt. This book is about starting the professional conversation.  

  Kristin Keith 2:Any other questions? 

  Jennifer Curtis:@Johnetta, contact NCTM and Dave Barnes for help with this. They have supports. 

  Vicki Sime:Is there a framework to follow to use this as a book study with teachers? 

  Deborah Droke:Thank you all.  This is so helpful. 

  Aaron Rumack:Thanks, Matt! 

  Vicki Pritko:Thank you! 

  Jennifer Curtis:@vicki Yes, NCTM is developing this 

  Luis Lima:Thanks 

  Catherine Schulte:Thanks Matt! 

  Vicki Sime:Thank you! 

  Linda Smith:Thank you Matt.  You continue to serve the NCTM community. 

  Robin Schwartz:thxthx 

  Jennifer Curtis:Thanks Matt and Dave. Great webinar! 

  Michelle DaSilva 2:Thank you! 

  Karen Swing:THank you! 

  Nina Sudnick:so timely!  thanks matt! 

  Megin Sechen:Thank you! 

  Neyda Evans:Thank you Matt!  Thank you for supporting us!!! 



  David Barnes:@Vicki - There are guiding questions for book study in the More4U. 

  Decio Matos:Thanks Matt.  Take care. 

  Megin Sechen:@David Barnes - thanks for that info.  We are looking to do this as a book study next 

year. 

  Angela Malone:thank you, very informative 

  Vicki Sime:Thank you David.  I just oredered the book, so I haven't got seen it or the More 4U yet. 

  Tina Mazzacane:Thank you! 

  Dan Pochinski:Do you know what time this will be available tomorrow? 

  Kristin Keith 2:usually around noon 

  Lynda Ginsburg:Thank you. Looking forward to getting the book and reading it! 

  Kristin Keith 2:We'll send an email with the url 

  Cami Sawyer:Thank you! 

  aurora gonzales:thank you! 

 


